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	Adobe Photoshop CS Type Effects, 9781592003631 (159200363X), Course Technology PTR, 2004
Through twenty stunning, full-color artistic projects and clear step-by-step explanations how to complete them, "Adobe Photoshop CS Type Effects" will help you master the advanced type effect techniques of Photoshop CS. Use Photoshop CS to apply a variety of effects to your text, including a spiral effect for a CD, a tiled mosaic effect, and a unique magnifying glass effect. All of the original artwork that you need to complete your magnifying projects is included on the book?s CD- ROM. 

       About the Author

Ron Grebler has been immersed in the world of television and film for more than 20 years. Grebler holds a fine arts degree with a specialty in film and video production. While studying for his degree, he worked with the National Film Archives in Ottawa, Canada, preserving and monitoring filmed Canadiana, including the prestigious National Film Board Collection. After graduating, he worked on a variety of feature film sets, television and corporate shows in capacities from production assistant to producer. Grebler has contributed magazine articles the emerging technology programs, of digital video and wrote his first book, Desktop Digital Video, in 1996. He has taught digital editing on Avid systems and has worked as a studio manager, an Avid editor, and a producer. He is currently a freelance producer and director, and he is working with the Family Channel to produce promos and commercial spots. His client list includes many Fortune and all the major Hollywood movie studios. Dong-mi Kim graduated with a degree in Industrial Design.
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Smashing jQuery (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	jQuery has become a part of my everyday routine in Web design and development, so when
	Wiley approached me about writing a book on jQuery, I was thrilled. jQuery has opened up a
	world of possibility for Web design. Th rough this book, I hope to show others how using
	jQuery can really speed up your development time and allow you to write...


		

Microsoft CRM for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Tailor Microsoft CRM to manage records and workflow for your business
Find out how to target your sales efforts and become a customer service leader      

A happy customer is a repeat customer, so how do you make ’em happy? You can manage, with Microsoft CRM and this friendly guide by your side! Find out how easily you can provide...


		

Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...




	

Ableton Live 8 Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Ableton Live 8 Power! is the all-inclusive guide to making music with Ableton's revolutionary live performance and studio software, Live 8. Written for all Live users, from digital audio beginners to seasoned pros, this book explores each fundamental feature in Live. The book provides power-user tips and insider tricks for integrating...


		

Designing Audio Effect Plug-Ins in C++: With Digital Audio Signal Processing TheoryFocal Press, 2012

	 The professional recording industry is rapidly moving from a hardware paradigm (big studios with expensive gear) to a software paradigm, in which lots of expensive hardware is replaced with a single computer loaded with software plug-ins. Complete albums are now being recorded and engineered "inside the box"-all within a...


		

Danny Goodman's AppleScript Handbook (Mac OS X Edition)SpiderWorks, 2005
The essential AppleScript book! One of the most recommended AppleScript references ever published, this definitive guide has been completely rewritten for Mac OS X by scripting guru Danny Goodman, whose best-selling books have helped educate legions of AppleScript developers world-wide. Don't settle for an old, out-of-print edition. The wait is...
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